african american history timeline blackpast - year events subject country state era 1492 christopher columbus makes his first voyage to the new world opening a vast new empire for plantation slavery, new world drama the performative commons in the atlantic - kinship and performance in the black and green atlantic haptic allegories 2014 errol hill award winner american society for theatre research, home a z resource list walker library at middle - digitized content from 160 immigrant and general interest newspapers including more than 100 of the most noteworthy immigrant ethnic newspapers that were published in dozens of american cities and towns that had large immigrant populations during the 19th century, hispanic and latino americans wikipedia - the terms hispanic and latino refer to an ethnicity people of this group may be of any race hispanic people may share some commonalities in their language culture history and heritage according to the smithsonian institution the term latino includes peoples with portuguese roots such as brazilians as well as those of spanish language origin, ella baker the black freedom movement academica edu - academica edu is a platform for academics to share research papers, outstanding academic titles awards grants - about the outstanding academic titles this prestigious list reflects the best in scholarly titles reviewed by choice and brings with it the extraordinary recognition of the academic library community learn more, italian americans history early immigration the - italian american immigrant laborers pose with the first train over the trolley road during the construction of the new troy rensselaer pittsfeld electric railway through lebanon valley new york, do black americans commit more crime channel 4 news - the claim it s important to note that black men commit nearly half of all murders in this country which is astounding when you take into consideration the fact that they only make up 12 13, list of suggested heroes ordered by popularity - nelson rolihlahla mandela born 18 july 1918 is a south african politician who was the president of south africa from 1994 to 1999 the first ever to be elected in a fully representative and multi racial election his administration focused on dismantling the legacy of apartheid as well as tackling racism poverty and inequality